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British and Irish Newspapers: A title-level list of British, 
Irish, British Overseas Territories and Crown Dependencies 
newspapers held by the British Library.  

 

Name of Submitter:  

Yann Ryan 

Key People:  

Yann Ryan, Luke McKernan, Stephen Lester and Alan Danskin 

Reasons for Award: 

This is a dataset available on the Library's open research repository: https://doi.org/10.23636/1136 

Though the library has functions for searching the print newspaper collection through Explore, there 
was no easily-available metadata for the titles for those who would like to get an overview of the 
collection or use it for statistical analysis. This dataset was created for this purpose. It was based 
on metadata extracted by the Collections Metadata team, which was then standardised and cleaned 
by me (Yann Ryan, then curator of Newspaper Data at the Library), with supervision by Luke 
McKernan and Stephen Lester in the News Collections team. 

Though only released in November last year, it has had a number of impacts already.The data is 
being used by the designer of a 'history of newspapers' infographic, for the upcoming infographics 
exhibition to be held next year at the Library. On release we created a number of visualisations 
showcasing the kind of work that could be done with the data, which got quite a bit of attention, such 
as: https://twitter.com/lievesofgrass/status/1202898874437980161, and code on Github 
(https://github.com/HeritageMadeDigitalNewspapers/text-mine-title-list) with some examples of how 
the dataset could be used for text analysis. 

The dataset has been used by the British Library/Alan Turing Institute 'Living with Machines' team 
as the data underlying their 'Press Picker' software for selecting titles for digitisation (see 
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https://livingwithmachines.ac.uk/press-picker-visualising-formats-and-title-name-changes-in-the-
british-librarys-newspaper-holdings/).  

On the back of the first list, funding—from an individual donor with top-up funding from the Eccles 
Centre—was secured for a staff member to produce a second version which will include all world 
titles.  

Work has begun on this version and it will be released in 2021. 

A paper based on the dataset will also be published (the revised version has just been re-submitted) 
in the Journal of Open Humanities Data, which will explain in detail the process and re-use potential 
of the dataset, and open it up to a wider audience of researchers interested in quantitative 
newspaper history. 

Work Start: April 2019 Work End: 27 Nov 2019 
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